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Abstract 
Let A E M,,. In terms of Perron roots and Perron vectors of two positive (or irreducible 
nonnegative) matrices that dominate principal submatrices A [ 1. . k] and 
A [k + 1, , n], respectively, we present an improvement on Ky Fan-s theorem of matrix 
eigenvalues. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
When the matrix B = (bi,) entry-wise dominates the matrix A = (a,,): 
bii 2 a;j we write B 3 A. Matrix B = (b,j) is said to be positive (or nennegative). 
if b;j > 0 (or b, 2 0) for Vi, j. 
There are well-known results on positive (or irreducible nennegative) matrix 
due to Perron and Frobenius: 
Theorem 1. Let B E M,, bepositive (or irreducible nonnegative). Denote by p(B) 
the spectral radius of B. Then 
(4 P(B) > 0; 
(b) p(B) is an algebraically (and hence geometrically) simple eigenvalue of’ B: 
(c) There is a positive vector u such that Bu = p(B)u. 
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(See [l], 8.211, 8.4.4.) The eigenvalue p(B) is called the Perron root and the 
eigenvector u is called Perron vector if its components sum to 1. Roughly 
v = CU is also called a Perron vector if c > 0. 
Perron and Frobenius theories have many applications. As [l], 8.2.11, com- 
ments, one elegant and useful application is to obtain an eigenvalue inclusion 
region for a matrix A in terms of the spectral radius and diagonal entries of a 
dominating nonnegative matrix. That is, a result due to Ky Fan: 
Theorem 2. Let A = (aij) E IV,,. Denote (laij/) by IAl. Suppose the B = (b,) E M, 
is nonnegative and B > IA 1. Then every eigenvalue of A lies in the region 
(J{z E C: /Z - aiil <p(B) - bi!}. 
r=l 
(See [l], 8.2.12.) In this Paper, we shall present an improvement on Ky Fan’s 
theorem. Let A E M, and 1 < k < n. Denote by A[l, 2,. . , k] the principal sub- 
matrix that lies in the rows and columns of A indexed by 1,2,. . . , k. 
A[k+ l,... ,n] has the similar meaning. From now on we assume that every 
Perron vector is scaled so that its minimum component is 1. Our main result 
is as follows. 
Theorem 3. Let A E IV,,. Let B= (b,) (i,j= 1,2,...,k) and C= (cij) 
(i,j=k+l;.. . , n) be positive (or irreducible nonnegutive) matrices with scaled 
Perron vectors u = (uI!. . . , ZL~)~ and v = (zjk+i, . . , v,,)~, respectively. Suppose 
B> IA[l>... 
lj(C) = p(C) 
,k]IandC31A[k+l,...,n]I. Dejine Zi(Bi=p(B)-bi, und 
- Cjj. DeJine rj2) = (lu+l,. . . i lai,l) and (1) _ rj - 
(I”jl 1) . . . ) Iajkl)‘. Then every eigenvalue of A must lie in one of the jOllowing 
regions: 
(3.a): 
&z E @: Iz - a;jI < I,(B)}; 
i=l 
(3.b): 
0 {Z E @: /Z - L7jjl < lj(C)}; 
/=k+l 
(3.c): 
z E C \ ((3.a) u (3.b)) 
i=l ,.,., k;J=k+l.... ,n 
: (1~ - Ct;jI - Z;(B))(Iz- Ujjl - Z,(C)) < r/2’TmtTrj’) . 
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If it is not convenient to obtain Perron vectors of B and C, we tan apply the 
following: 
Theorem 4. Let B und C ure dominant positive matrices of A[ 1,. k] und 
A[k + 1.. ~ n]. respectioely. Then the Statement of Theorem 3 holds when (3.~) 
is repluced b_v 
(4.c): 
z E @ \ ((3.a) u (3.b)): 
1-1 .k ,=h+l.. ,n 
where 
K = [l + (n - k - 1)(n1~~{c~~/~t~>)~][l + (k - l)(~,~x{hc/b})‘j 
und lIuI/ denotes the 12 norm of vector u 
Remark 1. In Theorems 3 and 4 the size of the dominant matrices may be small 
so that the difficulty of obtaining the Perron root of larger size dominant 
matrix required in Theorem 2 is reduced. In Section 3 we shall show that in 
some cases the bounds of eigenvalues provided by Theorem 3 are better than 
those provided by other methods in the literature. 
Remark 2. Theorem 3 is true even if the dominate nonnegative matrices B and 
C are reducible, provided that we have positive (scaled) eigenvectors u and t 
corresponding to p(B) and p(C), respectively. However, if u or u has zero 
component, the Statement of Theorem 3 need not hold. See Examples 3 and 4 
in Section 3. 
2. Proofs of the theorems 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let 1. be an eigenvalue of A with eigenvector 
x = (X,,X?, . .X,)T: 
Ax = ;x. (1) 
Definez,=lxjl/uifori=1,2 ,..., kandzj=lx,i/r,forj=k+l . . . . . n. Sup- 
pose zI, = max,=i .,.., k {z,} and zq = max,~~+l,.... n {zj}. Obviously, (+,z,) # (0,O). 
Cuse 1: Suppose zp # 0, z4 # 0. Comparing the pth coordinate in Eq. (1) 
implies 
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Hence 
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IJ - aPPIzPuP B C lapjlzjuj + 2 IapjIZj~j. 
,=I 
/#P 
j=k+l 
Divide the above inequality by zPuP and recall the definition of zP, z4 we have 
,=I j=k+l 
JiP 
SinceBdominatesA[l,...,k] then lU,il~b,iforj=l,...,k.Thus 
;iP ;icp 
Substitute (3) into (2) we obtain 
IA - apP] B Z,(B) + zquTr~)/(zpup). 
Similarly, the qth coordinate of Eq. 
IJ. - Q) <zpUr~~‘/(z~u4) f LJC). 
(1) implies 
(4) 
(5) 
Gase 1.1: IA - uPP] < Z,(B) or ]I - a,,l 6 Zq(C). In this case A lies in (3.a) or 
(3.b). 
Case 1.2: IA. - appl > Z,(B) and IA. - aq4( > ZJC). Multiplying (4) 
IA. - aPpl - Z,(B) < z&r$)/(zpr+) 
and (5) 
111 -a,,l - Zq(C) <zPUTy”/(zqzlq), 
we obtain 
(IA - uppl - Z,(B))(IA - u,,l - Z4(C)) < r~)T~~Tr~)/(z+,~q). (6) 
Since uP 2 1, vq 2 1, inequality (6) implies that A lies in (3.~). 
Case 2: z4 = O,z, # 0 (or zP = O,z, # 0). In this case inequality (4) (or (5)) 
implies that A lies in (3.a) (or (3.b)). The proof is completed. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. Let p=@l,... ,P,,)~ be a Perron vector of positive matrix 
B = (b,) E M,, . Then 
mjy(pi/pj) < If;x{bs~lbul. (7) 
(See [2], Section 2.3, Theorem 3.1.) 
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Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that the right-hand side 
of Eq. (6) is not greater than I]$)]I IIY~‘)II I]ull Ilu~~/(u,u,). Lemma 5 implies 
and 
llull/u, 6 \il + (n - k - l)(y+.s,/~t,))~. (9) 
Applying Eqs. (6), (8) and (9) proves Theorem 4. 0 
Remark 3. In Theorem 4, we tan apply Hölder’s inequality ([l], p. 276, p. 536) 
+‘) 6 I141~Il~~1)llp> LY,p>o, l/M+l/fi= 1; 
or 
uTrj’) < II~ll,ll~j’9~_, zA”j’) 6 lull, Ilrj” ll, 
to obtain upper bounds for u~Y~‘). And then apply Lemma 5 tq obtain upper 
bounds for //uII,, IIuII, or IIullcr. Similar comments are on Y/‘) V. Details are 
omitted. 
3. Examples 
Example 1. Let 
3 1 0 2i 
1 3 -2i 0 
A= 
0 2i 1 1 
-2i 0 1 1 
Consider a lower bound of the spectrum of Hermitian matrix A. Apply 
Theorem 3. Let k = 2 and B = A[1,2], C = A[3,4]. Thus p(B) = 4, p(C) = 2, 
u = u = (1, l)T. It tan be verified with (3.a)-(3.c) that &,,” 2 - 1.2361. 
The eigenvalues of A are 0,4, and 2 * fi ([3], Example 6.6). Apply Theorem 
2. Let the dominant matrix be B = (6,) in which b, = 1~1. Suppose we have 
known that the Perron root p(B) = 2 + ~6. By Theorem 2 we obtain the lower 
bound Amin 3 - &? = -1.4142. Gerschgorin’s disk theorem is simple but just 
provides &in > - 2. 
Example 2. Consider estimating the upper bound of the Perron root of the 
positive matrix 
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A= 
We first list some upper bounds provided by methods referenced in [2]. 
Frobenius’ Theorem for nonnegative matrix ([2], Section 2.1, Theorem 1.1) 
provides: p(A) < 7. An improvement of the Frobenius’ Theorem ([2], Section 
2.1, Theorem 1.2) provides: p(A) < 6.7143. Ledermann’s Theorem for positive 
matrix ([2], Section 2.1, Theorem 1.3) provides: p(A) < 6.9258. Ostrowski’s 
Theorem for positive matrix ([2], Section 2.1, Theorem 1.4) provides: 
p(A) < 6.9129. And Brauer’s Theorem for positive matrix ([4], 2.1, Theorem 
1.5) provides: p(A) 6 6.8541. 
Applying the inequality (3.3) in [4], we obtain the upper bound: 
p(A) < 6.6655. 
Now apply Theorem 3. Let k = 2 and B = A[1,2], C = A[3,4]. Thus 
p(B) = 4, p(C) = 5, U = u = (1, l)T. It tan be verified with (3.a)-(3.c) that 
p(A) < 6.5616. We obtain an estimate tighter than all of the above results. 
Example 3. Eigenvalues of 
1 0 4 
A= [ 8 -3 0 7 0 -2 1 
are ,?l = 5,12 = -3 and A3 = -6. Let 
1 0 
B= 
[ 1 8 3 
and C = [2] be dominant nonnegative matrices of A [ 1,2] and A [3], respectively. 
Then we have p(B) = 3 with eigenvector u = (0, l)T and Po= 2 with eigen- 
vec;or u = (1). Thus l,(B) = 2, Zz(B) = 0 and Zs(C) = 0; Y?) VU~$) = 0 and 
r2 tutTri’) = 0. It tan be verified that 21 and 23 are not contained in (3.a), 
(3.b) or (3.~). 
Example 4. Now let 
the transpose of the matrix in Example 3. The eigenvalues are Ai, 22 and 23 as in 
Example 3. Let 
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1 8 
B= [ 0 3 1 
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and C = [2] be dominant matrices of A[ 1,2] and A[3], respectively. The scaled 
eigenvectors of p(B) and C are u = (4, l)T and v = (l), respectively. It tan be 
verified that i2 = -3 is in (3.a), 3,, and 13 are in (3.~). 
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